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Abstract: 

Dimensions of wounds can be measured using several methods such as a photograph, a comparison, a ruler, 

or a graph. Current generation smartphones have high quality in-built cameras, and they are easily accessible 

than before and have become affordable. Making use of certain applications built for these smartphones have 

helped achieve various benefits in medical field. A software called Imitomeasure has been developed for the 

purpose of measuring wound dimensions without touching the wound. This app has the advantage over 

clinical measurement using rule or tape, in that, it is a non-contact method, hence less chances of spreading 

infection to that patient. The effectiveness of Imitomeasure has been assessed, and it has been found to be a 

very effective application in measuring wound dimensions. In this study, the size of wounds over scalp region 

has been measured using Imitomeasure application in a smartphone. 
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Introduction 

Better quality cameras are available in smart phones in recent times, most 

of which are quite affordable. The benefits of implying smart phone based 

application in healthcare is that they can be easily carried to every places. 

Softwares such as Imitomeasure have been found to be very helpful in 

assessing wounds of patients. They have the advantage of being non-

contact and decreases the chances of spreading the infections to the 

patients which arises in physical methods like rulers or inchtapes. In this 

case report, an electric burns wound over the scalp region of a patient has 

been assessed using the Imitomeasure application. 

Materials and Methods 

Informed written consent was obtained from the patient and permission 

obtained from departmental ethical committee for performing this study. 

An 8 year old male presented with Electric burns causing ulceration on 

the scalp. He did not have any other known comorbidities at presentation. 

He was admitted and daily dressing was done. Initially hydrodissection 

was done with normal saline. Then application of silver stream was done. 

Then hydrocyn aqua gel was applied. Collagen sheets were applied over 

the wound. Then packing done with gauzes and pads, and opsite. Negative 

pressure wound therapy was applied with continuous regulated oxygen 

therapy. The wound of the patient has been assessed using the 

Imitomeasure application. We have performed this study on iPhone 14 

plus using Imitomeasure application downloaded for free from Apple 

store. 

 To install the application the following steps are done: 

1. To search for “Imitomeasure” on apple store/play store, and install the 

application 

2. Two modes are available - Calibration mode and manual mode 

3. There are certain markers for calibration which is available in the 

application which has to be printed out. This print out has to be used while 

taking pictures for calibration mode 

4. If the assessment is being done in manual method, select the part where 

the wound is present. Then capture photos of the wound. 
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5. After taking photo, draw the outline of the wound, and click measure, 

then the area of the wound will be measured. 

 

Figure 1: Figure showing measurement of area and circumference of a burns wound over scalp region using Imitomeasure software 

Results 

It has been found that the Imitomeasure application can provide almost 

accurate wound dimensions without touching the wound, and it can be 

used to serially monitor the progression of the wound condition. 

Discussion 

Assessment of wound parameters such as wound dimensions is important 

for understanding the progression of wounds. Various dressing materials 

and dressing methods are being tried for improving wound healing. 

However, the benefits of the methods could be assessed by how the 

wound heals. Serially checking the dimensions of the wounds is one 

helpful method to see if the wound is healing or worsening, which can be 

seen as decrease or increase in wound dimensions respectively. Clinically, 

wound dimensions can be measured using a ruler or inchtape, but these 

methods can increase the risk of contamination of the wounds. Hence, a 

method where measurement of wound dimensions can be done without 

touching wounds shall be beneficial. Imitomeasure software has been 

found to be an affordable, and highly effective mobile based application, 

which uses the camera inbuilt in smartphones, and can measure the 

dimensions of the wounds accurately. In this study, one wound of a patient 

with burn injury over the right gluteal region was assessed using 

imitomeasure application, and the results were found to be accurate. The 

accuracy of this application can be confirmed by performing a large scale 

study, which may allow the usage of this application universally, and it 

shall indeed be a very useful tool for monitoring wound status. 

Conclusion 

One wound of a patient with burns injury over the scalp region has been 

assessed in this study. The benefits and reliability of this application can 

be substantiated by performing larger studies using this application. 
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